Openly illuminating. It’s a bold statement — with countless interpretations. Featuring a stunning exterior with a glow-through dial pad, Innuendo™ opens to reveal a vivid 2.8” display, full QWERTY keyboard, and quick access to favorite social networking sites. With 3G capability, Innuendo delivers a rich media experience including advanced music, video and web browsing.

Did you know? Innuendo has a concealed glow-through keypad and sub OLED display that disappears when not in use.

Did you know? The proximity sensor makes talking on the phone a breeze by preventing accidental key presses automatically disabling external keys when phone is close to your face.

For the social consumer who wants to stand out in a crowd and “wow” their friends with the latest technology and a boldly, sophisticated phone. The unique glow-through keypad provides vibration feedback and key beeps when touched.
easy to

Take a video
1. Press the CAMERA key
2. Press OPTIONS, (right softkey)
3. Select Camcorder mode
4. Press OK
5. Select Video Mail - Video Mail is limited to 30 seconds in length.
Or Long Video - The length of a Long Video will vary depending on the quality settings and storage type used (phone or memory card). Video files larger than 580 KB cannot be sent.

Send pictures and videos
1. Press the CAMERA key or select Pictures from Home screen
2. Select My Photos & Videos
3. Select Source
4. Select pictures or videos
5. Press SEND (left softkey)
6. Select Go to Contacts
7. Select recipient(s)
8. Compose and send

Install a microSD card
1. Remove the battery cover and battery.
2. Insert microSD card into the slot at top of battery well with the gold terminals facing down.
3. Gently press the card until it snaps into place.
4. Place the battery back into its compartment and replace the battery cover.

pre-loaded applications
- Chat Flirt Fun
- Facebook
- Bejeweled Demo
- PAC-MAN Championship Edition Demo
- World Series of Poker HL
- TeleNav GPS Navigator
- Hookt
- Email + IM

got it

feature experience
External glow-through dial pad and sub display Access the external keypad to quickly place a call
Proximity sensor Automatically disables external keypad when phone is close to your face to prevent accidental key presses
One Click Brings all your favorite features to your fingertips
Stereo Bluetooth® enabled Listen to your favorite music in high quality audio without the restriction of a wire
microSD™ memory card support Supports up to 32 GB microSD for storage of music, photos and videos (card not included)
3.2 MP camera and camcorder In addition to taking pictures, you can record, view, and send videos to your friends and family
Navigation An optional GPS application, which provides audio and visual turn-by-turn directions with full color moving maps

Certain features or services (i.e., Navigation, ringer, etc.) may require a subscription or additional charges may apply.
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